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Sudan’s largest bank upgrades its Islamic core banking system iMAL
Bank of Khartoum upgrades to iMAL 13.2 to empower its Islamic banking operations
June 26, 2014 - Islamic banking software
specialist Path Solutions today announced
that Bank of Khartoum (“BOK”) has
successfully upgraded to the latest version
of Path Solutions’ iMAL 13.2 and is live in
its entire 60 bank branches to support its
650,000+ end-user accounts.
BOK has upgraded their core banking
system to benefit from the tremendous
enhancements in Path Solutions’ iMAL
new version 13.2 and the upgrade was
achieved in a record time. The latest
Islamic core banking solution from Path
Solutions will enable the bank to achieve
high levels of scalability, optimize system
productivity, create more secure online
banking services, decrease maintenance
costs and ensure the continuous operations of the entire division.
Bank of Khartoum has been using iMAL
Islamic core banking system since 2010.
The upgrade was an important part of the
bank's growth strategy to continue to
achieve its business objectives.
Jacob Zachariah Karuvelil, Executive Vice
President of Path Solutions’ Operations &
Global Support said, “BOK was the first
Early Adopter Program ‘EAP’ Pilot Upgrade
to the new iMAL 13.2 version.

The upgrade was completed and it has
been few weeks of Post Go-Live support
with no reports of any critical issues”. He
further added, “We succeeded in upgrading
the main production environment and all its
branches including the decentralized
branches in the same weekend without
business being interrupted”.

this release. This close cooperation
between Path Solutions and BOK resulted
in this project great success.

The latest version release of iMAL enjoys
the advantages offered by the previous
version in addition to many more enhancements and improvements. It enables Path
Solutions’ clients to work within an efficient
“The reason for implementing the new environment and provides new features like
version is primarily for new functionalities”, ‘CIF 360˚ View’, ‘Customer Session’,
commented Fadi Salim Al Faqih, CEO of ‘Online Screen Customization’ and more.
BOK. “With the improved upgrade and
release strategy that Path Solutions has, iMAL is modular and yet fully integrated,
multi-company,
multiwe are pleased that this latest version will multi-lingual,
help us to realize and fulfill our strategic currency, flexible, and scalable, and has
goals. We have worked very closely with high ability in parameterization and customiPath’s team and they proved to be a true zation providing real-time 24/7 non-stop
banking. Built on JEE platform and SOA
partner in this project”, he added.
compliant, iMAL runs as web application
The upgrade project has involved a project and can be deployed in multi-tier setup
team that consists of integration specia- environment.
lists, database administration, specialist to
conduct internet banking penetration Path Solutions is present in 33 countries,
testing, along with Business and Technical three continents, and has a client base of
Consultants to propel all planned tasks. over 100 clients that are forward-thinking
Specific expert trainers were also allocated Islamic banks, Islamic financial institutions
for the training on the new functionalities of or Islamic subsidiaries.
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Path Solutions awarded the UK GoodAccredited Standard for 2014
June 20, 2014 - Path Solutions, the market-leading provider of Islamic banking software solutions and services to the Islamic financial
marketplace, is proud to announce that it has been awarded the GoodAccredited Standard for 2014 by Systems in the City.
Systems in the City is maintained by Goodacre UK, a leading specialist business and technology consultancy firm working exclusively
with regulated companies in the financial services sector. Path Solutions has secured the GoodAccreditation Standard for the fourth year
running following an evaluation conducted by Systems in the City across a sample of the company’s client base. The process assessed
customer satisfaction across a number of system and service criteria. Only firms which meet high quality standards were granted this
prestigious accreditation status.
Goodacre’s Managing Director, Stephen Pinner said, “Path Solutions has successfully passed a stringent assessment process and is to
be congratulated. This international accreditation which is now widely recognized as a hallmark of the highest standard of excellence in
the global financial services industry, once again highlights Path Solutions’ commitment to providing quality products and services as
acknowledged and valued by its clients”.
Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO commented, “it’s pleasing to be amongst the first recipients of this accreditation which is further proof that Path Solutions continues to meet the high levels of expectations required by our clients,
leveraging state-of-the-art Sharia-compliant technologies and services to help meet the complex demands of Islamic financial
institutions worldwide”.
The use of effective technology within the financial services sector is vital to meet the increasing demands of users and to comply with
modern legislative and regulatory requirements.

Service and System Suppliers Receive Accreditation
Each year and for over 20 years, senior consultants at Goodacre UK review services and
systems provided to regulated companies. Those firms considered to be providing services in a
satisfactory way are invited to list their details on http://systemsinthecity.co.uk/.
These providers may also apply for the annual GoodAccredited standard. The review process
for these applications includes obtaining feedback from users of the respective systems. The
standard is allocated to those suppliers which meet speciﬁed criteria.
This year, a record number of applications have been received. The ﬁrst set of ﬁrms to receive
the GoodAccredited Standard 2014 are:

3i Infotech
Advent
Allfunds Bank
Avaloq
Babel Systems
BITA Risk
Bravura Solutions
Broadridge Financial Solutions
Clearstream Banking
Cofunds
Dion Global
Fenergo
GBST
IMVS
Interactive Data

Interactive Investor
JHC
MBA Systems
Morningstar
Objectway
Path Solutions
Peterevans
Platform Securities
Proﬁle Software
Proquote
SIX Financial
SunGard
Torstone Technology
Web Financial Group

Founded in 1992 and building on over 20 years of experience,
Path Solutions is well positioned to be the trusted IT partner of
forward-thinking Islamic banks willing to capitalize on best-ofbreed technologies. The company goes a step beyond
traditional software vendors by delivering solutions designed to
mitigate Sharia risk, optimize output and minimize costs, and
which can be easily extended to support geographical and
business expansion.
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FIBA proud to announce
the successful Go Live of
iMAL in record time
May 14, 2014 - Financial Investment Bank
(“FIBA”) is pleased to announce the successful
deployment of iMAL Islamic core banking
system developed by Kuwait-based Path
Solutions.
Founded in October 1997, the first bank in
Sudan specialized in dealing in all types of
financial products with the public and private
institutions and companies through capital
markets mechanisms, had continually sought
to improve its technology systems to cater to
the needs of the local community. FIBA had
multiple systems working in parallel over the
past few years. Operating multiple systems
requested significant efforts from the bank
employees who deemed considering the use of
a unified system a necessity.
Following an exhaustive evaluation of the
leading core banking systems in the market,
FIBA chose iMAL Islamic core banking
system and signed the contract with Path
Solutions in June 2013. The bank then opted
for the consultancy firm Khotawat Consultancy
to assist in the project management services.
During the seven months’ implementation
period, the project partners FIBA, Path
Solutions and Khotawat Consultancy exerted
great efforts to overcome all obstacles which
led to the successful implementation of iMAL.
“The implementation experience has been
very challenging, but we believe it is also one
of the fastest implementation projects of this
complexity anywhere in the region”,
commented Dr. Taha Eltayeb Ahmed Alimam,
FIBA General Manager. And he continued, “We
are thankful to our employees as well as our
partners Path Solutions and Khotawat Consultancy for their high level of professionalism
and team spirit which contributed to achieving
this milestone. We are also thankful to our
customers and wish to convey to the entire
Sudanese community the good news of the
significant improvements in operational

efficiency and customer service following the implementation of the new Shariacompliant core banking system iMAL”.
Alain Abou Khalil, SVP Product Strategy & Professional Services at Path Solutions
said, “Going live with iMAL at FIBA adds to our growing list of successful implementations in Sudan. The hard work, dedication and exceptional teamwork shown by both
teams have resulted in a mutually rewarding and very successful project.”

Path Solutions recognized Best Islamic
Banking Systems Provider in 2014 by World
Finance
Honored for developing groundbreaking Sharia-compliant
software solutions and services
May 12, 2014 - Path Solutions, the global application software and services firm
for the Islamic financial services industry, today announced that it has been
selected ‘Best Islamic Banking Systems Provider’ in the 2014 World Finance
Technology Awards.
The World Finance Technology Awards recognize outstanding technological
innovation and excellence in the software industry.
Path Solutions’ citation from the judging panel for winning its category said that
the award was in recognition of the company’s technical leadership and innovation
in developing and delivering unrivalled Sharia-compliant software solutions and
services, earning the right to be the top Islamic banking systems provider on the
globe. “Path Solutions’ product portfolio surpasses many in the industry, with
outstanding software solutions provided to the Islamic banking sphere. With an
innovative approach to the technology on offer the firm was a standout winner in
this category”, they said.
Commenting on the prestigious award, Rosie Kmeid, VP
Global Corporate Communications & Marketing, Path
Solutions said, “This acknowledgment rewards and
recognizes our commitment to developing pioneering
Islamic software solutions and services to help our
clients accelerate their business performance and differentiate themselves within
the increasingly competitive Islamic
finance market. We dedicate this accomplishment to our clients who are the
driving force behind our continued
progress. Without them we would not have
been able to scale the heights of success
and be where we are today. We have got a
lot to celebrate in the coming months and
we are determined to maintain momentum as we go forward in the future”.
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Since 2007, World Finance has been celebrating achievement, innovation and brilliance in their annual awards. The magazine’s judging
panel boasts over 230 years of financial and business journalism, supported by a research team that works round the clock to ensure
award winners are the most deserving in their sector.
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iMAL is Islamic Banking Application of the Year 2014
April 7, 2014 - Path Solutions, the Kuwaitbased Islamic core banking software
provider today announced that its flagship
solution, iMAL was named a winner for the
2014 Beacon of ICT (BoICT) Awards in the
‘Islamic Banking Application of the Year’
category.

comprehensive approach for Islamic banks
and financial institutions to define and
present products to their customers, based
on various Islamic concepts including
Mudarabah, Murabaha, Ijarah, Istisna and
Tawarruq. This, coupled with high parameterization capabilities, results in greater
process efficiency and better risk mitigation. Strong product definition features,
support for Islamic accounting and
complete traceability for audit differentiate
the iMAL solution.

The BoICT Awards were launched in 2010
by Communication Media Limited, publishers of ICT based Nigeria CommunicationsWeek magazine, as an annual
industry-wide celebration to reward deserving pioneering initiatives, contributions Commenting on the award, Path Solutions’
and commitments to the growth of the ICT Group Chairman & CEO, Mohammed
industry.
Kateeb said “On behalf of our team, clients
and partners, we are honored to receive the
Over the years, the awards motivate stake- BoICT Award, and are thrilled at the
holders in effective utilization of ICT and industry recognition of our efforts to
ensure that ICT professionals are provided develop cutting-edge Sharia-compliant
a benchmark for recognizing and validating software solutions that deliver outstanding
outstanding contributions.
user experiences and results for our clients.
According to the organizers of the awards, For over two decades we have provided our
this year over 15,000 Nigerians voted in clients with end-to-end services, beginning
the Islamic Banking Application category with consultancy and development, extenwith Path Solutions emerging as the clear ding all the way through to deployment and
winner with 9,700 votes cast from Decem- ongoing support. We will continue to grow
ber 1, 2013 to March 29, 2014.
and provide the kinds of solutions and
services that our clients require to grow
Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic banking their market share”.
solution won recognition because of the
real business value its delivers to clients Path Solutions prides itself on having
worldwide. iMAL offers an integrated and pioneered many of the industry initiatives

and practices that have become a standard
and a benchmark in the global Islamic
banking industry. The company is well
known for its continuing contribution to
Islamic finance in IT.
“The excitement of this year’s Beacon of
ICT Distinguished Series and Awards has
been phenomenal, and we are particularly
happy with the buzz generated by our latest
category “Islamic Banking Application of
the Year” won by Path Solutions. It shows
that Nigeria’s broad Islamic finance push to
include millions of people who are out of
the banking system is yielding results”, said
Ken Nwogbo, CEO, Communication Week
Media Limited and Editor-in-Chief, Nigeria
CommunicationsWeek.
“We congratulate Path Solutions on this
award and hope it will motivate it to
continue to develop successful financial
solutions that will enable Nigerians and
countries access services which serve their
financial needs without placing them in a
religious dilemma”.
The BoICT five star award celebration was
held on Saturday, April 26, 2014, at the
prestigious Eko Hotels and Suites in Lagos.
Dozens of industry heavy-weights had
attended the award night which is considered the biggest and the most
star-studded event in the ICT industry.

Beacon of ICT Awards is an annual industry wide celebration that recognizes deserving
talents, contributions and commitments to the growth of the ICT industry. The awards
are meant to individuals and firms that integrated ICT into IT, Banking and Finance,
Aviation, Maritime, Courier/Postal services in the continent, among others.
Being the authoritative voice of ICT, Nigeria CommunicationsWeek is uniquely placed to
view government and business organizations as well as individuals’ contributions,
creativity and excellence in the application of ICT and solutions.
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Successful participation of
Path Solutions in IFN Asia Forum
May 30, 2014 - The 2014 IFN Asia Forum in its ninth year welcomed over 500
delegates to the industry’s biggest annual event. Held in the flourishing
financial hub of Kuala Lumpur on 26 & 27 May, the forum provided an outstanding platform for networking and discussing current developments in the
world’s largest Islamic financial market - Asia.
Asia is currently one of the most active markets in terms of Islamic capital
market activity, innovation of products, regulatory developments and government support, and still counts for the majority of the global Sharia-compliant
activity. Speaking on the occasion, a panel of heavyweight players in the Malaysian Islamic banking industry acknowledged that ‘2015 was forecast to be an
exciting year for the industry’.
Being the Executive Partner of the biggest and most prestigious event on the
Islamic finance calendar, Path Solutions joined the forum to present and showcase
its state-of-the-art technologies designed to meet the complex demands of Islamic
financial institutions worldwide.

The two-day forum witnessed a series of comprehensive presentations, an exclusive round-table
discussion comprising of the industry’s most
successful leaders and unparalleled networking
opportunities.

Path Solutions at the Iraqi-Lebanese Banking Conference
May 9, 2014 - Organized by Al-Iktissad Wal-Aamal Group, the Iraqi-Lebanese Banking Conference took place on the 25 & 26 April at the Movenpick Hotel in Beirut, Lebanon, under
the patronage of the Central Bank of Lebanon and the Central Bank of Iraq and in
cooperation with the Iraqi Private Banks League and the Association of Banks in
Lebanon.
Held under the theme ‘A Fruitful Cooperation to Promote Mutual Banking
Relations’, this conference discussed the potentials of the Iraqi and
Lebanese banking sectors, while addressing the challenges faced by the
banking industry in these two markets.
Being the first event of its kind in the region, the conference witnessed
the participation of more than 300 delegates from Lebanese and Iraqi
banking, investment and governmental sectors, as well as a number of
parliament members and banking regulatory bodies.
Path Solutions, the world’s leading provider of Islamic core banking
solutions joined the two-day conference where it had the opportunity to
demonstrate its latest technologies and identify new business opportunities.
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Delegates attend the Arab Banking Conference in Jordan
May 6, 2014 - Organized by the Union of Arab Banks, the Central Bank of Jordan and the
Association of Banks in Jordan, in conjunction with the Annual UAB General Assembly
meeting, the two-day conference was held in Le Meridien Amman on 16 & 17 April.
Entitled ‘Strategies for the Development of Arab Economics’, the Arab Banking Conference witnessed participation of Arab banking, financial and economic leaderships,
senior government and banking officials and managers of institutions from the
region, in addition to experts and specialists in the field of development, economy
and financing SMEs.
Being the dominant Islamic banking applications provider in the Middle East and beyond,
Path Solutions joined the conference with its high level delegation.

Path Solutions, Islamic Banking Technology
Partner of ABTEC 2014
April 16, 2014 - The first edition of ‘Arabian Banking Technology Exhibition & Conference’ held on 8 & 9 April
at the Bahrain International Exhibition & Convention Centre in Manama, has drawn more than 70 international exhibitors from 35 countries and over 400 delegates representing leading financial institutions from
across the MENA region with more than 2000 visitors over the two days.
Launched by Pinnacle IMG, and supported by the Central Bank of
Bahrain (CBB) and the Economic Development Board (EDB), the
conference was one of the regionally pioneering platforms that links
the finance and technology sectors in MENA, representing the
largest gathering for experts in the field of financial technology.
Being the Islamic Banking Technology Partner of
the first conference of its kind in the Middle
East, Path Solutions has succeeded in showcasing a portfolio of its market leading
products designed to meet the diverse
needs of forward-thinking Islamic banks
and financial institutions worldwide.
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Internal Training

iMAL*BusinessIntelligence
April 28 & 30, 2014 - A two-day iMAL*BI training session covering both technical and business parts of the module was led by Marc
Rouhana, Associate Principal Consultant at Path Solutions, followed by one led by Joanna Elian, PMP, Principal Consultant, Professional
Services on May 5th as part of the internal trainings offered by the Corporate Academy. The trainings were held in Beirut R&D centre and
broadcasted online via WebEx to other offices.
The objectives of the trainings were to demonstrate the technical and business functionalities and features of the BI module.
The technical training covered but was not limited to the following:
• Elements of a BI solution
• Data warehouse design overview
• ETL overview
• BI servers architecture
• iMAL*BI exes overview (DWS/BIC/RMC/BIEN)
• Creating and publishing reports and connections to hyperion sever
• Hyperion shared services user management (authentication and
authorization).
While the Business Training covered the following:
• The theory and business use of the BI system
• The business architecture of iMAL*BI
• The different dashboards available in the releases of BI along
with their parameterization screens
• The ability to create a pivot, graph and dashboard from a
business user perspective.
At the end of the training, a high-level overview of the product
roadmap was also presented.

Client Training
International Development Bank of Iraq
From 10th to 28th March, Bino Oomen from the Global Support team conducted effective training sessions to IDB users
on iMAL*Treasury, iMAL*SWIFT and iMAL*ReportDesigner applications.
The training on iMAL*Treasury covered the business aspect of the main treasury products like Forex, Forward FX/FX
Options, Placements, Borrowings, Exchange of Deposits and how these products can be parameterized and captured
in iMAL. Along with this, the common functionalities of iMAL*ReportDesigner were also presented.
The training on iMAL*SWIFT covered the commonly used SWIFT messages, business behavior of the main tags in a
SWIFT message, and how SWIFT messages can be generated from iMAL and integrated with the SWIFT Alliance
System.
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And from 7th to 11th April, IDB users were present in Beirut R&D centre to attend the iMAL*FTR training and perform the User Acceptance Test (UAT) on the Central Bank of Iraq reports. The implementation was managed by Joanna Elian, PMP, Principal Consultant,
Professional Services at Path Solutions.
During that time, IDB users who were mainly from the Finance, Audit and IT departments completed the below:
• Attended the iMAL*FTR training that highlighted in detail the functionalities of the module and the difference between FTR and FCR
• Understood the steps to follow to create templates, column templates and map the related Excel in order to retrieve the reports
• Tested a sample of Central Bank reports developed in FTR by the PE Beirut team
• Created and tested a sample of Central Bank reports that does not require any technical intervention using FCR during their visit.
An iMAL Internet Banking training was given by Johnny Kanaan, Professional
Business Consultant, Product Management, to our Iraqi client from the 7th till the
17th of April. The latter comprised phases ranging from training to User Acceptance Test (UAT) whereas IDB users had the chance to benefit throughout the
training period from:
• Internet Banking Admin training for the 2Corporate and the 2Mobile portals
• 2Corporate portal functionalities
• 2Mobile application functionalities
• Intense hands-on-creation for an ‘in-depth’ understanding of the system functionalities.

Tadhamon International Islamic Bank
Path Solutions provided TIIB Yemen personnel with a wide range of bespoke training courses delivered to them by qualified Senior
Consultants from the Professional Services, Support, Product Management and Product Engineering departments, in Beirut R&D centre
for a period of 12 days.

iMAL*Personnel&Payroll

The iMAL*PPS 3-day training was given by Rudy
El Haber, Senior Consultant, Professional Services
at Path Solutions to TIIB users.
The advanced level training covered the business and
technical features of the module. It started with a
detailed overview of the parameters of iMAL*PPS
(employee types, overtimes, grades, payroll calculation
basis and others), then moved to explain the operation
workflow of the system going from employee file buildup, all through to promotion, leaves, loans and
trainings to reach to the payroll process, check the
outcome of this process when concluding the cycle
and distributing salaries to employees according to a
preset rules and regulations (either company or
country regulations).

iMAL*ShareholdersRegistration

iMAL*ShaReg training was given by Rudy El Haber
as well on March 3rd to TIIB users.
The course presented an overview on how to
manage shareholders and dividends, going

through parameters screens and setting up the
constraints, followed by a brief technical presentation on the module table structure.

iMAL*SWIFT

iMAL*SWIFT training conducted by Elie Costa,
Assistant Project Manager, Professional Services at Path
Solutions on March 3rd was a brief outline of the module
functionalities. It covered the parameters, message
allocations (inward/outward), and the process of
outward and inward messages.

iMAL*CustomerServiceManagement

The iMAL*CSM training which was conducted by
Melina Tawk, Associate Product Manager, Product
Management, Path Solutions was held on March 4 & 5
and covered the module key features and its parameters
available in iMAL*CSMAdmin.
The course was followed by a technical session given by
Rawad Eid, Senior Consultant from the Support team.
The technical session described the main tables and
some important columns inside these tables.
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iMAL*Accounting

An overview of iMAL*Accounting and iMAL*SADS
was provided on March 6th by Melina Tawk. In addition,
a technical session for both modules was arranged to
TIIB users and it covered the following:
• Control record, companies, branches, and users’ definitions
• How to assign access privileges, profile and models to
users
• General overview of the chart of accounts, and main
parameterization.

iMAL*IslamicInvest &
iMAL*IslamicTreasury

iMAL*FixedAssets

The iMAL*FAS training was provided on March 11 to
TIIB users again by Rudy El Haber.
The training covered the bank management of its
fixed assets by setting up assets locations and putting
them into categories and classes. Then the tendering
process to adding new assets in addition to explaining
the assets transactions (depreciation process, maintenance, revaluation, transfer, etc.).
In the end, Rudy showed the stationary management
process in detail to TIIB users.

iMAL*FinancialTemplateReports

On March 7 , Josephine Azizi from the Support team
conducted iMAL*IIS & iMAL*ITRS business training
sessions. In addition, Nissrine Fakher, Support Manager
at Path Solutions gave a technical session addressing the
main tables, the relation between them and how to
troubleshoot issues.

The iMAL*FTR general demonstration conducted on
March 11th by Iman Jawad, Senior Software Engineer,
Quality Assurance at Path Solutions covered the latest
enhancements in the application, in addition to the
central bank reports where users learned how to do the
related templates in order to generate data.

iMAL*Assets

Basically, the training covered the following areas:
• Template screen
• Column Template screen
• Template Header screen
• Filter Criteria screen
• Template and Column Template Process screens
• Report Excel File Mapping screen
• Central Bank Currency/Collateral Types/Sub Economic
Sector/Product Class/TFA Product screens
• Central Bank reports
• FCR reports/New enhancements
• Financial Customized screens.

th

iMAL*Assets business and technical sessions were
offered to TIIB users from March 7 to March 10.
The technical training was provided by Mario Abboud,
Senior Technical Consultant at Path Solutions. It
included a database training, going all the way through
the most important fields of the application, thus helping
TIIB users to understand and visualize the link between
the screen and the reflected database table.
As to the business training, it was an overview of the
application given by Melina Tawk.

iMAL*BusinessIntelligence

There was as well a demo of iMAL*BI explaining the
new areas covered in the new release. The training
showcased Microsoft Platform along with the new
functionality of OLAP Cube, allowing users to create their
own reports in a very easy and straight forward way.
The Model Bank reports were demoed and covered major
areas of:
• Financial Accounting
• Financing and Collection
• Investments
• Operations
• Performance Management
• Trade Finance
• Treasury.

iMAL*FacilityManagement

A detailed training session on iMAL*FMS was given
to TIIB users on March 12 by Mohammad Darwiche,
Senior Consultant from the Support team. This training
showed users how to create a FMS application and link it
to iMAL*TFA and iMAL*IIS. It also explained the most
important parameterizations.
The training was supported by a technical presentation
regarding the main tables and the relation between
them, and how to relate each column to its field at the
level of the application.
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Mr. Abdelrazag Mustafa - Head of IT
United Capital Bank - Sudan
United Capital Bank partnered with Path Solutions, the number one global Islamic core banking system vendor in 2009,
for revamping its core banking system in order to provide high quality Islamic banking services to its clients.
Path Solutions’ iMAL was selected ahead of the competition and was considered by the bank’s management as pure
Sharia-compliant software, well equipped to handle the challenges of tomorrow.
iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System was successfully deployed at UCB in July 2010. Last year, the bank took the decision to upgrade to the
newer iMAL13.0 Version as part of its plans to provide its clients innovative Islamic financial products and achieve service excellence.

United Capital Bank, Sudan was the first bank
to upgrade to the newer iMAL 13.0 Version.
Congratulations! What prompted UCB to make
this Upgrade?
We took this decision to get the many latest
modifications, fixes included in the new
Release. Some enhancements as requested by
UCB were also part of this Release. Also, we
wanted to stay up-to-date having new features
and solutions that Path Solutions has updated
based on market demand, technological
changes and other changes. Another objective
was to ensure we move to the latest of the
‘Supported Versions’ of iMAL, whereas per
Path’s Version Policy only the latest two
versions and its sub branches are supported.
Tell us a little about the Upgrade project itself
The project was executed as planned and
service rendered to us by Path Solutions as per
the Scope and Schedule agreed with the known
risks and the unknowns managed efficiently.
The project was divided in phases with Initiation
& Kick-Off where the Project Plan and Schedule were mutually finalized, new Version
Release notes reviewed and preparations made
along with the prerequisites for project execution readied. There were a Bank IT Testing &
System Integration Test phase, followed by
User Acceptance Test by Business User ending
with Cutover Plan finalization and Final Deployment. There was also a 5-day Post Upgrade
Support period to ensure complete stability and
smooth flow of operations.
The exceptional leadership from UCB CEO Mr.
Kamal Elzubeir and the excellent Project

Management of UCB - System Analyst &
Project Officer Marwa Mustafa Abbadi, the
dedication and commitment of UCB - Core
Banking team, super users and head of departments.

almost all issues ensuring smooth operations
after Go Live.

The Project team’s committed involvement,
having onsite Consultants to address issues
and clarify queries and a professional PM help
From Path Solutions’ end the PM, Mohamed manage all issues faced and always brought us
Mahgoub under the direction of Bobby back on track allowing us to complete the
Kuriakose with the onsite Techno-Business Project on time and on budget.
Consultant Tawheed and PMO Senior Manager
Joe Joseph were integral to this project being a What are the most apparent benefits felt after
success. The Application experts from Kuwait & moving to the new Release Version?
Lebanon R&D centers and unwavering Support The most evident benefit was the improvement
from the Global Support team also, contributed in performance of iMAL. We had upgraded our
Database version (Sybase) & Hardware (Server)
largely to this victory.
also; so these two surely contributed to it.
As a Pilot project upgrading to iMAL 13.0,
were there any advantages or special rewards The modifications we had requested and
from Path’s end to UCB?
delivered with this new Version were much
With every new Major Release, Path Solutions awaited and so our Business users were very
follows an ‘Early Adopters Program’ (EAP) happy to receive them.
where a few clients are selected to do the
upgrade as Pilot projects. For such clients, full Then, the many other new features and modifiand dedicated Support of key assigned cations added with the new Release came as a
resources from Path concerned Departments welcome change which we were looking to
are allocated which we believe allowed faster adopt.
turnaround.
Which were some of the new features,
Also, we had a dedicated Project Manager who modifcations delivered via the new Version that
was guided by a Project Director to ensure our UCB felt were most appreciated?
project was always on track and coordinated Some of the new features and modifications to
between their teams to provide quicker highlight are: Enhancements of Security by
solutions.
adding multiple tiers in transaction creation.
Enhancements done to the Islamic Finance
What sort of concerns were faced during the module especially in Istisnaa product class.
project and how were they managed?
Modifications and new features in CSM module
Some system bugs were identified and through and automation of many new built-in reports.
the multi-level testing we were able to iron out
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UCB did take the Consultative services of Path Solutions for the Upgrade
Project. Was this mandated by Path?
The required deliverables including the EXEs, related files, needed
scripts, upgrade tool and procedure along with the Release Notes for the
new Version were provided by Path Solutions. All the needed requisites
were provided and as we understand all clients are given the option to
do the upgrade. However as almost all clients do, we went on to take
Path Solutions’ Consultancy services to aid in the upgrade efforts. As
Path shared with us the pros on using Path’s assistance, we decided to
go for it and it proved to be true.

The same Consultant also assisted with the tasks during final deployment and stayed back to provide post-upgrade Support.
A Trainer was assigned to provide an Overview Training of the new
Version’s features.
And we had a Project Manager assigned onsite to constantly monitor and
control the Project. We also had direct meetings periodically. Complete
Support and Project Management ensured the Project was well
managed.

The onsite Consultant did Testing on respective phase and assisted with
the System Integration Testing. This person also assisted the Business
Users during the UAT phase providing quick solutions to issues identified
and giving clarifications. He also coordinated with other Path Solutions’
offices, where immediate solution was not possible onsite, and where a
code fix was required.

Upgrade Post Go Live was completed in November 2013. Based on
UCB’s last 5 months’ usage how stable is iMAL 13.0?
Generally after five months from moving to iMAL 13.0 we can say that
the application achieved a good level of stability. Bugs and other daily
operation issues are being mongered efficiently through UCB IT Department and Path Solutions’ Support team.

Did the assistance from Path’s Consultants add value to the Project? Any
specific incidents to share?
Could you share with us in which stages/aspects of the Project was such As mentioned previously, the assistance at each stage of the Project
ensured we moved as per the agreed plan, completing all tasks with
consultative service availed?
We opted to go for the ‘full option’ you could say; we had a Consultant direct Support. We would surely recommend any Path’s client upgrading
to utilize their services.
onsite assisting us during the whole duration of the Project.

CONGRATS
Path Solutions is very pleased to congratulate its partners on winning the 2014 Global Brands
Magazine Awards, which distinguish key players who strive for excellence within the
global financial community. It is our pleasure to express our congratulations to
all the award winners on their success and outstanding performance.

Best Banking Performer
National Bank of Kuwait . Kuwait

Path Solutions would like to extend its congratulations to
KFH Kuwait on receiving the ‘Best Islamic Bank in Kuwait’,
‘Best Islamic Bank in Middle East’, and ‘Best Bank in
Kuwait’ awards by Emea Finance Magazine in recognition
of its outstanding performance in the field of Islamic finance.
Best Financial Brand
Bank Sohar . Oman
Best Banking CEO
Dr. Mohamed Abdulaziz Kalmoor

Best Banking Performer
Ahli United Bank . Bahrain

Winning these awards highlights the bank's integration
and performance locally, regionally and globally.
Path Solutions wishes KFH Kuwait many more years of
growth and success!
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Islamic Finance Education: What does it entail?
By Prof. Datuk Dr. Syed Othman Alhabshi
“The most important component of Islamic ﬁnance which distinguishes itself from conventional ﬁnance is the element of Shariah.”

When we talk about finance, we are really
talking about the way the finance is
managed at the individual, corporate or
public levels. However, when we add the
adjective Islamic to finance, it gives a Without Shariah, there is clearly no Islamic
completely different picture.
finance because Shariah determines how
the contracts, the mechanisms, the transacIslamic finance as is being used, though not tions, should be developed or designed.
so widely, perhaps connotes all aspects of Shariah requirements in terms of the dos
finance that are Islamic, including Islamic and don’ts are very clear, and lead to the
banking, Islamic capital market, Islamic correct contract and its consequences.
insurance or Takaful and Islamic wealth
management. This usage is quite unique in Since Shariah itself is very wide, selectivethe sense that one would have expected ness is needed so the most relevant aspect
that Islamic finance means all finances that of Shariah is being exposed to the students
are Islamic. If this is the case, then it would of Islamic finance. The starting point has to
connote Islamic personal finance, Islamic be “Usul Al- Fiqh” which embodies the study
corporate finance and Islamic public of the sources of Islamic law and the
finance. This is not true in terms of usage. methodology for its development. The
second most important aspect of Shariah
For example, Islamic public finance would that is relevant to Islamic finance has to be
imply that the main revenue should be laws of contracts, and this is for two reasons.
based on Zakah which is a wealth tax. It is
only when the total collection of Zakah does Firstly, in any Islamic transaction, it is always
not cover the government expenditure that a form of contract between two or more
other forms of revenue sources would be parties; hence, it is imperative for students
introduced such as the direct and indirect to understand the different types of
taxes; tax on agricultural land (Kharaj), poll contracts for ease in applying such
tax (Jiziah) or tax on the non-Muslims living contracts in the correct context.
in Muslim lands, etc. Similarly, Islamic
corporate finance is basically corporate Secondly, it is becoming clearer that
finance that is being conducted in accor- products based on a simple contract are no
dance with Shariah, while Islamic personal longer meeting the commercial objectives of
finance is also conducted in accordance such products that combine a few contracts
with Shariah.
in a more sophisticated fashion being pro-

moted by the scholars from time to time.
While these two aspects of Shariah form
the main body of Shariah knowledge in
Islamic finance, it is imperative for the
students to appreciate the various Shariah
issues that are beginning to emerge in the
market. If the list of issues discussed in
class cover a wide range of topics, then it
would certainly help the students to
identify the real issues that seem to occur
and sometimes blur the market.
Then there is the technical knowledge, the
first of which is that of finance itself, which
covers the basic theories of finance such
as the risk return trade-off, annuity and
arbitrage pricing theory. These theories
can become very useful in the course of
evaluating certain parametric changes in
the commercial environment.
The second part of the technical knowledge in finance covers banking,
insurance, capital market and wealth
management. Specifically, we should be
touching on Islamic banking, Islamic
insurance, Islamic capital market and
Islamic wealth management, which are
interrelated and in addition, it helps to
make the student knowledgeable all round.

Prof. Datuk Dr. Syed Othman Alhabshi is the Chief Academic Officer of International Centre for Education in Islamic Finance
(INCEIF). He joined INCEIF as Professor of Islamic Economics & Econometrics and Head of Takaful Faculty in March 2007.
He holds a B.Ec (Hons) in Statistics from University of Malaya, M.S. (Statistics) from University of Wisconsin, U.S.A. and a
PhD in Econometrics from University of Birmingham, U.K.
He is also a Shariah advisor for Nomura Asset Management Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. and a Certified Shariah Individual
by the Securities Commission of Malaysia.
He sits on several boards and has published over 200 academic papers on various topics related to Islam,
Economics, Banking and Takaful as well as written and edited a total of 12 books.
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Development of Islamic Finance Programmes

The best practice especially in the banking industry is to recruit staff
from various backgrounds, including staffs whose disciplines are not
related to economics and finance as they can be engineers, medical
doctors, quantity surveyors and lawyers, but can easily learn the tasks
in banking. I know a statistician who was given a chance to work in an
Islamic bank. Eventually he became one of the most efficient senior
staff of the bank. We also know of engineers and lawyers who do
extremely well in the banking industry. Learning from such experience
would be proper practice for students of Islamic finance to come from
various academic backgrounds, enriching the discussions in class with
different views from different perspectives.
I, for one, strongly believe that the students would do extremely well if
the professor shows tremendous patience in nurturing them inside
and outside classroom. I read of a story of a sociology professor who
wanted to know whether the young children of about 10 years old, in
a particular slum area in US would make it in life or not. He sent two
hundred of his MBA students to the slum area and selected two
hundred children to find out if they would make it in life. Based on the
environment, the way they dressed, the materials they wear, etc, the
two hundred MBA students had only one answer: These children will
never make it in life.
Twenty-five years later, another sociology professor who happened to
read the report sent two hundred of his Masters students to the same
slum area to find out from the same two hundred children. They found
that out of two hundred children, only one hundred eighty three were
around, seventeen having either moved out of the area or have passed
away. The Masters students found that the rest of the children who
were about 35 years old had actually succeeded in life, becoming
engineers, lawyers, doctors, teachers, corporate executives.
They then asked how come they were so successful. The answer was,
“there was a teacher” who happened to be an old lady of about
seventy years old. When she was asked how come those
children had achieved tremendous success, she
answered with a broad smile on her face,
“I LOVE THEM ALL”.

Learning from such experience would be
proper practice for students of Islamic ﬁnance
to come from various academic backgrounds,
enriching the discussions in class with different views from different perspectives.”

I strongly believe that the approach to be adopted in nurturing
students whoever they are is to show them respect and
confidence we have in them, the dedication and commitment
we give them to really make them successful in life. It is not
just the quality of students that we have but more importantly
what our real intention is when teaching them.

Some Challenges

Having a very comprehensive programme with high quality
curriculum and content is very essential to produce the
talents we need in any field. Of course we also need quality
students with the positive attitude to learn. Above all, we need
the right approach to coach, train and educate the students in
the most effective way.
One of the major challenges in producing the right type of
talent in Islamic finance is to provide them with the right input
so that they will be able to manage and handle all situations
that they face in the industry. This is a major challenge
because Islamic finance as a subject or discipline of study is
still very new, without standard texts for all the subjects that
we teach.
Most of the time, we use texts that are not complete and
hence have either to use many texts or to be added with our
own materials.This poses a problem of standardisation or
harmonisation, especially with regards to Shariah, principles
or concepts and products.
We know that there are conflicting views on Shariah matters
between jurisdictions. Hence, we do get products that are
acceptable in one market but rejected in other markets. Even
these differences are not considered as major issues, which
can be explained, thus, mitigating such conflicts.
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There is yet a bigger challenge where some scholars simply feel that the current practice of Islamic banking and finance are not Shariah
compliant because the beneficiaries do not include the poor and the have-nots. They prefer to take the view that the benefits of Islamic
banks today which directly benefit the rich and the bankable only have ignored one of the objectives of “Maqasid Shariah” that is meant
to bring about benefits to all and sundry. Such a view simply denies the benefits that Islamic finance as practiced today has brought
about to society. Those who adopted this view do not have the alternative system that could resolve the problem of those poor and not
bankable. The challenge then is how to ensure that there is financial inclusion. One possible answer is Islamic microfinance.

Conclusion

Although Islamic finance is growing at a faster rate than conventional finance, which under the present circumstances is unstoppable,
the biggest challenge is acute shortage of human talents who have very high technical knowledge and at the same time have excellent
Shariah knowledge. We have also observed many qualifications in Islamic finance that have been introduced to the market that do not
provide the right level, quality and scope of the subject. We need to find ways of attracting students to the right programmes so that the
objective of bringing Islamic finance to the next level can be effectively achieved.

“We need to ﬁnd ways of attracting students
to the right programmes so that the objective
of bringing Islamic ﬁnance to the next level
can be effectively achieved.”
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GIFF 2014
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
2, 3 & 4 September 2014
African Islamic Banking & Finance Road Show
Dar es Salaam - Tanzania
11 & 12 September 2014
IFN Global Forum
Dubai - UAE
15 & 16 September 2014
You are kindly invited to visit our booth and meet our IT experts to learn more
about how our solutions can beneﬁt your business. To book a meeting,
please contact our Sales Representatives at salesteam@path-solutions.com
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